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Thanlc you, Mr. Président. 

The United States recognizes that disaster risk réduction is important to 
help ail indigenous peoples best realize their rights. 

We have learned that in order for  disaster risk réduction stratégies to be 
successful,  tribal governments and indigenous communities must be 
empowered to be the key drivers in preparedness. 

i 

Without tribal government and indigenous communities having 
ownership, the best laid risk réduction stratégies are ineffective  and will 
not reach the most vulnérable. 



The United States actively engages with our 566 federally  recogiiized 
tribes as partners. 

i 
At the core of  our system is building institutional capacity for  tribal 
nations to become the principal line of  defense.  They are closer to their 
communities both physically and culturally and thus can be more 
effective. 

We have some programs we consider best practices. And intégral to the 
success of  ail our programs is our régular consultation with indigenous 
peoples. 

One example is our RegionaJ Tribal Opérations Committee in the San 
Francisco arca, which meets quarterly with tribes to build local capacity 
for  emergency response. 
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Wheri  Hurricane  Sandy  hit the Northeast  coast two years ago, the U.S. 
Environmental  Protection  Agencyat the régional  level provided 
immediate  assistance, in consultation  with affected  tribes to assess the 
quality of  drinking  water and respond  to the serions impactsof  flooding. 

Another program enables federally  recognized tribal governments to 
directly request a disaster déclaration from  the Président of  the United 
States. And they have received from  the Président such déclarations on 
6 occasions over the last year. 

In addition, we have fédéral  hazard mitigation grant funding  available 
specifically  for  use by tribal go vernments, so tribes can provide timely 
help to their communities. 
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We are also proud of  our awareness raising campaign on emergency 
management called "Ready Indian Country" This campaign helps 
indigenous tribes and communities develop skills and tools for 
emergency management. 

Natural disasters often  strike hardest in areas populated by indigenous 
peoples. The United States takes seriously its responsibility to help 
indigenous peoples prevent and develop resilience to these disasters. 

We hope ail States will join us in our commitment tb actively engaging 
indigenous peoples to build local capacity for  disaster risk réduction. 

Thank you for  your attention. 


